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Abstract: This research discusses a novel watermarking scheme using redundant
residue number system and chaos. The salient feature of said research is that
image remains fragile while the watermark information is made robust. Image
pixels are converted into residues so that the unaided eye could not see the image
contents. To make the image invisible to the unaided eye, only the ROI part of
image is passed through the Residue Number System thus, to enhance the secrecy
of the image. While converting the ROI part of image into residues, there are
some residues which exceed eight bits so, these residues are converted to exact
eight bits by pertaining some intelligent mechanism. To achieve the robustness
of watermark, firstly redundant residues of watermark are made and then the
resultant watermark is encoded through error correcting codes. To achieve the
fragility of image, hashing technique is utilized. Hash of the entire image but with
the residued ROI is combined with the encoded and redundant residued watermark
and then resultant watermark is embedded in the Region of non-interest (RONI)
zone of native image rooted on the chaotic key in order to enhance the security
of the watermark. In case of no tampering, fragile watermark can be successfully
recovered as well as exact recovery of the original image but if the image is attacked,
the fragile watermark is destroyed while the robust watermark is extracted with
better readability.
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1. Introduction

Watermarking is defined as a process of embedding some secret watermark into
multimedia contents such as image, audio, and video to protect the owner’s right
to that content. Later the watermark is extracted from the suspected image and
is used to verify the ownership identification. Watermarking can be broadly clas-
sified into three categories: Fragile, Robust and Semi-fragile. Fragile watermarks
are very sensitive and can be easily affected by tampering any bit in an image,
while robust watermarks stuck into the document and can withstand the attacks.
Such watermarks are Semi-fragile which are fragile to malicious attacks but are
robust against incidental attacks. Watermarking spans over two domains; namely
spatial transform domains. In the former, the secret watermark information is
inserted in the image by means of altering its pixels while in the latter case, the
secret information is embedded after taking the transforms like discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) etc. Though the transform domain watermarking in is complex
but provides more robustness than the techniques in spatial domain.

Diagnosis is done on the medical images before storing in order to preserve
ROI [25]. Although the new trends in communicating and sharing the information
opens the new ways to retrieve process and move the medical images so that the
manipulation and replication can be done easily [8]. Whether the aim is to store
or to transfer the medical information from source to destination for further diag-
nosis, security is the key issue which should not be compromised in any sense so,
there is a need of strong security measures for preserving the medical information.
Watermarking for natural images embeds the digital information without much
altering the image pixels which is often called imperceptibility which is an impor-
tant requirement in the watermarking of digital data [11]. A novel watermarking
scheme to verify the authenticity and integrity of the digital mammographic im-
ages is presented in [30]. The digital envelope as a secret watermark information is
used and one bit of the digital envelope was embedded in the LSB’s of one random
pixel of the mammogram image. To check the integrity, instead of considering
the whole image, some portion of the image i.e. the MSB of each pixel is used.
Patient information can also be interleaved with the medical images to avoid from
overheads such as channel noise etc [1]. For embedding the data in the image, LSB
replacement was adapted as discussed previously. Furthermore in [6], a DCT based
watermarking scheme is presented which hides Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
related data into the medical image. The DCT coefficients are quantized first and
then the information is embedded. Limitation in the above discussed scheme is
that, it is impossible to recover the coefficients of host original image in the said
technique because after embedding host image is altered in non-invertible manner.

In this modern era, much attention has been given in the area of invertible
watermarking of medical images because in order to make proper diagnosis for a
forensic pathologist, original image is also needed at receiver end. In invertible
watermarking, the digital watermark is inserted into the original image in such a
way that later on, after extraction of watermark, contents of the original host image
can also be recovered back completely [5,9,10,22]. A novel watermarking scheme is
presented in [23], in which the border of the image is used as a watermarking area
and then the patient information is embedded into the LSB’s of the border pixels of
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original image. Another watermarking scheme is also presented in which the digital
signature of the whole image combining with patient information is embedded in
the image but the work was enhanced in [4] in which the difference expansion of
digital envelope is embedded by replacing the LSB of each pixel selected randomly.
A watermarking scheme for telemedicine application has also been presented in [2].
The scheme embeds the patient information in DWT domain of the medical image
using hospital image as a reference. The advantage of scheme is that original image
is not needed at receiver end for retrieval of patient information.

Image authentication watermarking scheme providing stringent constraint on
medical images has also been presented in [3]. The scheme presents modified differ-
ence expansion watermarking scheme using LSB replacement method in the differ-
ence of virtual border for data hiding. To increase the embedding capacity, scheme
also uses the class dependent coding scheme (CDCS) to encode the patient data.
The scheme provides high imperceptibility as compared to the other schemes. The
drawback of scheme is that only the watermark information is retrieved. Another
medical image watermarking scheme is also presented which increases the data
hiding capacity as well as security in [14]. Data is hidden by using the technique
of difference pair mapping (DPM) which is based on predicting the pixel values.
The scheme is also reversible as original image contents are also retrieved at the
receiver side. Another watermarking scheme is also presented in [15] which embed
the watermark information in the discrete wavelet packet transform (DWPT) of
the medical image. To enhance the robustness, scheme also uses ECC. The scheme
has an advantage of its blindness, but the drawback is that only the watermark
information is recovered.

The most significant condition in the medical image communication is that,
the image should not be evident to the naked eye [31]. This in fact enhances the
privacy as the visibility of medical images should not be provided according to
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 1996 US standard
[32]. According to HIPAA Act patient’s information that is usually named as
patient health record (PHR) must not be intercepted by the third party (other than
patient and the concerned doctor). Keeping this measurement in mind, fragility,
and reversibility for watermarking of medical images using chaotic key and RNS
has already been done by Naseem et al. in [17] by randomly selecting some of the
pixels using chaotic key for embedding chaotic watermark. The rest of the pixels
were changed into residues and then checksum was computed for the whole image
using cyclic redundancy check (CRC) which makes an overhead of 4 bits hence,
representing each pixel with 12 bits. The overhead was also removed by applying
some trick on the residues [16].

In this paper, to model watermark robust while keeping the image fragile at a
same time, we are proposing RRNS and ECC along with the chaotic key. According
to (HIPAA) Act 1996 US standard patient’s information that is usually PHR must
not be intercepted by the third party (other than patient and the concerned doctor).
Keeping this measurement in mind, image is converted into residues to enhance its
secrecy and sensitivity so that the human eye could not perceive it. To achieve
the robustness, redundant residues of watermark are made while the ROI part of
image is residued so that it is not visible to the naked eye, thus enhancing the
security of the image. Moreover, there are some pixel pairs in an image which
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are greater than size eight when the ROI part of image is converted into residues
so, to bring them back to size eight ,some mapping technique is applied on those
pairs. Paired watermarks are used; one to achieve the robustness of watermark and
other to achieve the authenticity of image. As a pre-processing step, on the basis of
chaotic equation, some pre-calculated pixels in RONI are made black by converting
into zeros and then this RONI is repositioned with converted residues ROI part of
image and then 128 bit hash is generated by using hashing algorithm. To achieve
the robustness, the other watermark is passed through redundant residue number
system and then is encoded using ECC and finally is bring together with the
fragile watermark information. Once more, on the basis of same chaotic sequence
generated by same chaotic key, combined watermark information is embedded in
RONI pixels of image by restoring the 4 LSB’s of pixels thus, enhancing the security
of the watermark information. Based on same chaotic sequence generated by same
chaotic key, at the receiver side both the watermarks are extracted. To make the
proposed scheme blind, original image is not needed at receiver side.

Organization of the rest of the paper is described as follows: Section 2 describes
the candidate schemes used in the said research. Section 3 describes the proposed
watermarking scheme and objective measure for robustness of watermark is pre-
sented in Section 4.2. Section 4 is about simulation and results and finally Section 5
concludes the said research.

2. Description of candidate schemes

This section describes about the candidate schemes used in the said research. Detail
of each scheme is given below.

2.1 Redundant Residue Number System

RRNS incorporates extra moduli which is helpful in detecting and correcting of
errors in RNS system. In RNS, large numbers are represented using set of smaller
integers to make computations more efficiently with reduced power consumption
[21]. Mathematically, It is interpreted as the composition of small k fixed integers
(m1,m2, . . . ,mk) which are termed as moduli which are co-prime. By using the
set of unique k-tuple residues (x1, x2, xk), the integer X can be represented as,

xi = X mod mi, (1)

The active span of RNS is 0 to M − 1,

where M =
∏k

i=1
mi. (2)

Any positive integer X which lies in the range ≤ X < M can be represented by
the distinct k−tuple residue sequence and then Chinese remainder theorem (CRT)
is used to regain integer X from the residues by using the following mathematical
equation as,

X =

[∑k

i=1
Mi|xiLi|mi

]
mod M, (3)
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where M is defined in Eq. 2 and Mi = M
mi

and Li is the multiplicative inverse of
Mi w.r.t mi and |a|b denotes the modulo of a with respect to b.

The most important property in RRNS is that if any n − k residues out of n
residues are corrupted, then any k residues associated with k moduli could be used
to calculate the decimal representation of integer X. In other words, RRNS can be
used in detection and corrections of errors as discussed in [12,13,20,28,29]. Due to
features of RNS, it has many applications in performing arithmetic functions like
digital signal processing [19], image processing [26], RSA ciphering system [7] and
in digital communication [18].

2.2 Chaotic systems

Chaotic systems are very famous systems and are suitable to model the practical
systems on account of their higher sensitivity to its initial conditions. There are so
many other characteristics of chaotic systems but the most salient one is sensitivity
so, from all these characteristics makes chaos a good candidate for security [24,28].
Chaotic actions are very tough to forecast by using analytical methods and without
understanding of demanded secret key.

One of the simplest Logistic maps is given in Eq. 4 as

xn+1 = (1− 2x2
n), (4)

where x0 ∈ (0, 1).
The other Logistic map which is the enhanced version of above Logistic map is

given as
xn+1 = rxn(1− xn), (5)

where x0 ∈ (0, 1) and r is called a bifurcation parameter also used as a security
key and for chaotic actions, the strict range is; 3.57 < r ≤ 4. In order to generate
chaotic behavior from the logistic map, the value of r should be greater than 3.57
and less than or equal to 4. In the literature, there are also other chaotic maps as
well the researchers has used.

2.3 Error correcting codes

Error detection and correction is such a novel technique that enables reliable trans-
fer of digital data over fly-by-night communication channels like Mobile Cellular [33]
and Satellite channels [34, 35]. In this regard, several error correcting codes exist
in the practice like Reed Solomon codes, Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes,
convolutional codes and BCH codes. BCH codes are systematic and Hamming
codes, that can detect as well as correct the errors on the receiver side [36].

3. Proposed watermarking scheme

In the said research, the proposed methodology can be divided into two phases:
embedding the watermark information phase; logo in our case and watermark &
original image extraction phase which can be depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respec-
tively.
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4. Generate a chaotic sequence of 14,207 numbers using Eq. (5), multiply the generated 

sequence by 3 and take its ceil(.) to convert the real chaotic sequence into integers as, 

, , ,....... .																		 

 To make sum sequence, the above sequence can be converted as, 

                           , , ,....... .																																																	

			 , , ,........................... . 
Where,  .......... . 

After converting into sum sequence, divide each sequence by 2 so that its range 

corresponds within RONI and then take its ceiling value as: 

ceil /2, /2, /2,..........................  

This sequence which is an outcome of chaotic sequence will give locations for 

embedding the concatenated watermark in the RONI part of original image. 

5. Organize all the pixels of RONI in an ordered set form. There are total 20,438 pixels in 

the RONI for watermark embedding and we need only 14,207 pixels for embedding. 

Make the first 4 LSB’s of those corresponding pixels of RONI to zero by using the 

chaotic sequence obtained in step 3. 

6. Rearrange the residued ROI obtained in step 2 with the RONI pixels obtained in step 4. 

Fig. 2 Proposed watermark & original image extraction scheme.

3.1 Watermark embedding

Following are the key steps for embedding the watermark information.

1. By narrowing the small-scale possible rectangle all over the place of desired
area from the original image, pull out the smallest possible area of ROI.

2. The maximum grey scale value in an image is 255 which is factorized to two
numbers; 15 and 17 which corresponds to (m1,m2) the pair of moduli of the
RNS applied to the image. As discussed above, since, the active span of
RNS is between 0 and 254 so every pixel with intensity value 255 is handled
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separately. Here, the pre-processing of the converted pixels into residues is a
key to get the pixels values back. For every intensity value pixel from ROI,
we get residue pairs (x1,x2) where xi = X mod mi such that x1 ≤ 16 and
x2 ≤ 14. As an exceptional case when x1 = 16, it is noticed that x1 and
x2 needs 4 bits each making the 8-bits pair representation. To handle the
scenario and making it compatible with the existing RNS setup, following
smart mapping is introduced. It is a reversible mapping, hence there is no
harm in terms of pixel values.

Forward conversion procedure (16, 12)→ (12, 16)
16−1−→ (12, 15)

Reverse conversion procedure (12, 15)→ (15, 12)
15+1−→ (16, 12)

3. After passing these pixels to RNS, pixel value 255 has residue (0, 0). There
must be differentiation of pixel value 0 which also has residue (0, 0) from pixel
value 255 as both have same residue. To get rid of this, pixel pair (15, 15)
will be transmitted as 255 intensity value which can be represented by 8 bits
most. Thus, this distinct set cannot occur normally in this residual scheme
with moduli set 15 and 17.

4. Generate a chaotic sequence of 14,207 numbers using Eq. 5, multiply the gen-
erated sequence by 3 and take its ceil(.) to convert the real chaotic sequence
into integers as,

S = {x1, x2, x3 . . . }.
To make sum sequence, the above sequence can be converted as,

S = {x1, x1 + x2, x1 + x2 + x3, . . . }
= {y1, y2, y3, . . . }

where yi = x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xi.

After converting into sum sequence, divide each sequence by 2 so that its
range corresponds within RONI and then take its ceiling value as:

Z = ceil({y1/2, y2/2, y3/2, . . . }).

This sequence which is an outcome of chaotic sequence will give locations for
embedding the concatenated watermark in the RONI part of original image.

5. Organize all the pixels of RONI in an ordered set form. There are total 20,438
pixels in the RONI for watermark embedding and we need only 14,207 pixels
for embedding. Make the first 4 LSB’s of those corresponding pixels of RONI
to zero by using the chaotic sequence obtained in step 3.

6. Rearrange the residued ROI obtained in step 2 with the RONI pixels obtained
in step 4.

7. From the image obtained from step 5, compute the hash value. This will give
128-bit hash value which will be used to authenticate the image at receiver
side.
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8. Look through the second watermark logo which must be made robust and for
each pixel calculate the residues (x1, x2, x3) with respect to moduli (m1,m2,
m3) = (17, 15, 19). Here m3 is chosen as redundant moduli. Now the wa-
termark pixel which is residued is represented by at most 14 bits and then
concatenate 2 zeros to the left side of each residue so that each residue is
converted into 16 bits.

9. Arrange the redundant residued watermark matrix into vector form.

10. Encode each entry of the redundant residued vector using Error correcting
codes (63, 16, 11) which gives us an encoded redundant residued watermark.

11. Organize the encoded redundant residued watermark in a vector and concate-
nate it with the hash computed in step 6 and call it a concatenated watermark
Wc as,

Wc = [H,We] .

12. As in step 4, once more organize the pixels of RONI in an ordered form and
insert the watermark Wc on the basis of chaotic sequence computed in step
3 by restoring the four LSB’s of RONI with every four bits of the watermark
Wc.

13. To obtain the watermarked image, regroup the RONI pixels in its original
position.

3.2 Watermark and original image extraction

Following are the key steps for watermark and original image extraction.

1. Split both ROI and RONI parts from the watermarked image.

2. Store all the pixels of RONI part in some random vector. By using the same
chaotic key, watermarked pixels are pointed as,

Z = ceil({y1/2, y2/2, y3/2, . . . }).

This sequence of 14,207 indexes which is an outcome of chaotic key will give
locations for extracting the combined watermark Wc from the RONI part of
watermarked image.

3. From the chaotic sequence used in step 2, extract the combined watermark
Wc from the first 4 LSB’s of RONI pixels and store in some vector as,

Wc = [H,We] .

4. Apart the encoded redundant residued watermark We from the concatenated
watermark Wc and decode its each pixel (16 bits) using (63, 16, 11) error
correcting code to get the redundant residued information. After discarding
the two left most bits, we will get residues not the actual information. Now
we have total 14 bits of residues in which first 5 bits corresponds to moduli
m1 second 4 bits corresponds to moduli m2 and the last 5 bits corresponds
to moduli m3.
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5. By considering the moduli pair associated with residues pairs out of three
residues as (m1,m2) or (m2,m3) or (m1,m3) apply Chinese remainder theo-
rem (CRT) expressed in Eq. 3 to get back actual pixels of watermark.

6. To describe an image, regroup these RONI pixels with the residued ROI.
Then, compute the hash of this whole image and store it as hash 2. Also
separate the hash from the combined watermark Wc and store it as hash 1.

7. Now collate first hash with the second hash. If both hashes are paired then
it means the image is actual (no tempering) and proceed to step 7 and step
8 else we will conclude that the image is tampered.

8. While scanning the residued ROI part of image, the residue pairs with second
residue as value 15 goes through the inversion process described in the step 2
of the embedding process. In this fashion, we will be able to convert all the
residue pairs into 9 bits again. CRT given in Eq. 3 is applied to regain the
original pixels of ROI part from the residues.

9. Merge these RONI pixels with ROI pixels with to restore the original image.

To measure the change between original watermark information and extracted
watermark information, number of estimators are used by the researchers. From
them, one of them is normalized correlation (Nc) which is defined as,

Nc(WW ′) =

∑M−1
i=0

∑N−1
j=0 W (i, j)W ′(i, j)∑M−1

i=0

∑N−1
j=0 [W (i, j)]

2
,

where W and W ′ represents the original and extracted watermark respectively
while M and N denotes the size of watermark [36–38].

4. Simulation & results

Tests were run in the MATLAB tool to sight the effectiveness of said research.
The trial image was taken as an ultrasound image of size 200 × 256 pixels and
the watermark logo A was taken of size 30 × 30 to check robustness. BCH code
(63, 16, 11) was used to test the robustness of watermark information which is logo
A. The said scheme affectionately embeds the encoded residued watermark into
the native image and then draws out the watermark logo from the watermarked
image. Logistic map 2 which is specified in Eq. 5 with initial conditions x(0) =
0.25, r = 3.58 is used at embedding side and SHA-128 hash algorithm is used to
compute the hash of image. Given below, Fig. 3a shows the native ultrasound
image in which ROI part is selected as a little rectangular region that leaps the
ROI region and similarly, Fig. 3b shows the hash of image. Moreover, Fig. 3c shows
the watermark logo and finally Fig. 3d shows the watermarked image. We have
verified the robustness of the said research against various well defend attacks given
in the literature as well the fragility was also checked.
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4.1 Security analysis

Reliability exploration of the said research is shown primarily by using same initial
conditions at and then by using minute modifying the initial conditions at extract-
ing side in this test. Required hash and native image is retaken back when no attack
is applied to the watermarked image. Fig. 4 given below indicates the reclaimed
hash with initial conditions x(0) = 0.25, r = 3.58 which is quite same as shown
in the Fig. 3b. Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the retrieved image with initial conditions
x(0) = 0.25, r = 3.58 which is same as depicted in the Fig. 3a. Moreover, Fig. 6
indicates the recovered hash with initial conditions x(0) = 0.250001, r = 3.58. We
can see from the above discussion that when initial conditions are modified to
slight extent, required hash is not recovered which means the image is modified
from somewhere which exhibits the high-rise secrecy of said research.
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Fig. 4 Recovered hash using exact initial conditions x(0) = 0.25, r = 3.58 at receiver
side.

4.2 Robustness analysis

This section highlights the robustness of the proposed scheme again several known
attacks.

4.2.1 Salt & pepper noise

Robustness of a watermark with Salt and pepper noise with variance of (0.02, 0.2) is
examined in this test. Normalized Correlation against salt & pepper attack is given
in the Fig. 7 along with the respective watermarks. In consequence, when noise
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4.2.3 Median filtering

Robustness of a watermark in case of median filtering with window size of
(3 × 3, 5 × 5) are considered in this experiment. Normalized Correlation against
median filtering attack is given in the Fig. 9 along with the watermarks. Experi-
ment shows that the watermark logo is still readable with high value of Normalized
Correlation.
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Fig. 10 Extracted watermark with tampering (a) 15 bits are tampered in ROINI.
(b) 30 bits are tampered in RONI.

Fig. 11 shows different original images from medical domain each with size of
512× 512 pixels. Tab. I indicates the comparison of said model in case of different
attacks with the work given in [15] in terms of Nc for embedding the capacity of
2048 bits. For MRI1 image, when the watermarked image is passed through median
filtering attack for the window size of 3 × 3, Normalized Correlation of scheme
in [15] is 0.9736 while for our scheme, Normalized Correlation is 0.9837 which is
higher than the existing scheme. Similarly, for the other images our scheme has
performed better than the scheme in [15]. When the MRI1 watermarked image is
passed through contrast attack with factor of 30, Normalized Correlation of scheme
in [15] is 1 while our scheme is 0.998. Similarly, when the MRI1 watermarked image
is passed through compression attack with quality factor (QF = 30), Normalized
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Correlation of scheme in [15] is 0.9606 while Normalized Correlation of our scheme
is 0.977 which is higher than the existing scheme. Hence, our proposed scheme has
performed well than the scheme discussed in [15].
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MRI2 0.9915 0.9926 0.995 0.997 1 0.999
CT1 0.9439 0.9739 0.888 0.987 0.9590 0.996
CT2 0.982 0.9943 0.996 0.997 0.9939 0.994

Tab. I Quantitative Comparison of proposed scheme with the scheme in [15] in
terms of Normalized Correlation by embedding capacity of 2048 bits (2Kbits).

Tab. II shows the qualitative measure of our proposed scheme with the scheme
given in [15]. It is crystal clear from the previous discussion that the proposed
scheme has more features than the scheme discussed in the literature [15]. Tab. II
also handouts the enhanced features which alters the said model with the work
given in [15] in terms of recovery, robustness, and secrecy.
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Scheme in [15] Proposed Scheme

Recovers watermark information only Recovers watermark information along
with the original image

Image is visible to the naked eye Image is not visible to the naked eye
thus increasing security

Makes the watermark information Makes the watermark information
robust only robust while making the image fragile

Tab. II Qualitative Comparison of proposed scheme with the scheme in [15].

5. Conclusion

A novel watermark embedding model for securing the medical images by making
the watermark robust using RRNS and ECC codes, while keeping the image fragile
by means of Chaotic key, is proposed. In the proposed scheme, RNS model takes
advantage to modify the image so that the host image becomes secure, sensitive
and hidden from the naked eye thus achieving privacy and security. Moreover,
embedding positions give rise to the chaotic sequence generated from chaos for
embedding the watermark information, which is highly sensitive to the initial con-
ditions. Thus, the security of the watermark is enhanced, and the schemes becomes
align to the medical imaging requirements for today’s picture archiving and commu-
nication system (PACS). The proposed watermarking scheme is evaluated against
variety of attacks and robustness is shown. Finally, the important feature of the
said research is to make it blind as it does not need original image at the receiver
end.
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